Hypoinsulinemic Effects of Prunus Armeniaca Extract
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Abstract

Prunus armeniaca is rich in antioxidants with sucrose being the dominant sugar. Fructose consumption as a free Monosaccharide or high fructose diets could have a role in several adverse health consequences as insulin resistance, dyslipidemia, hyperuricemia, hypertension and weight gain. For long, hyperuricemia was considered a mere indicator of associating cardiovascular comorbidities. Recent studies demolished this association and comorbidities were attributed to recognized cardiovascular risk factors. Prunus armeniaca fruit extract improved periodontal inflammation and attenuated serum nitric oxide, serum insulin and serum glucose levels of fructose fed rats.
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Introduction

In this current study, 36 male albino rats were allocated into 3 groups; a control group which received regular diet, untreated group which received both regular diet and fructose, while the treated group received regular diet, fructose and Prunus armeniaca fruit extract over a period of 10 weeks. Fructose; unlike glucose does not stimulate insulin release, thus cannot enter most cells [1] However, high concentrations of fructose (10-30mM) stimulates insulin secretion [2].

In liver, fructose is converted to lactate which stimulates de novo lipogenesis and inhibits lipolysis. Minor metabolic pathways include conversion of fructose to fatty acids by potent stimulation of de novo lipogenesis and fatty acids will be released into the circulation with VLDL [3]. Fructose cleavage by passes the regulatory feedback steps occurring in glucose metabolic pathways, thus Fructose is less regulated which contributes to the increase in fatty acid synthesis and obesity [4]. At the end of the study, both control and untreated groups showed statistically significant lowest mean serum TG levels (P ≤ 0.05); 81±2.7 and 91.5±24.4, with no significant difference between them, while the treated group showed statistically significant highest mean serum TG levels (P ≤ 0.05); 132.3±19.3. Also mean body weights revealed statistical difference between the 3 groups (P ≤ 0.05), the treated group was significantly the lowest (P ≤ 0.05), while the control group was significantly the highest (P ≤ 0.05). These findings support a recent report delivered by welsh et al concluding that obesity was a matter of balanced energy [4] independent of fructose rich diet. Fructose also produced proinflammatory cytokines in significant amounts leading to a rise in NO production [5].

Fructose phosphorylation can also contribute to the UA metabolism as liver uses NO to metabolize fructose and produce UA [1]. This could explain the statistically significant highest mean serum UA levels (P ≤ 0.05); 4.5±0.4 seen with the untreated group, while the control and treated groups showed statistically significant lowest mean serum UA levels (P ≤ 0.05); 2.2±0.2 and 2.3±0.5 respectively with no statistical significant difference between them.

Since excess serum UA is often also seen in metabolic syndrome [6] it was suggested to play a role in blood pressure, diabetes, cardiovascular diseases [7]. It acts as an antioxidant when administered to improve vascular endothelial function in patients with type I diabetes and smokers [8]. However, in rats fed fructose rich diet, hypertension occur secondary to hyperuricemia and hyperinsulinism [9]. The absence of a
the untreated group and its attenuated levels seen with the treated group suggest that UA has an important role in the pathogenesis of insulin resistance and diabetes, while the absence of associating obesity and hypertension excludes UA as an indicator of cardiovascular risk factors and suggests alternative or even multi factorial theories for obesity. The significantly high mean serum TG levels in the treated group require further investigation. The attenuated serum NO levels seen in the treated group also suggest that the fruit extract elicited its potential antioxidant effects through a mechanism different than Nitric oxide synthase.
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